LAMP Words for Life for Accent: Vocabulary Review, Programming and Basic Implementation – 5 hour

PRC believes in providing single words for novel communication. In this five-hour product training participants will learn about LAMP Words for Life (WFL) as well as programming, customizing, and basic implementation of the vocabulary. The difference between LAMP and LAMP WFL will be discussed as well as the three levels of LAMP WFL: 84 1-hit, 84 transition and 84 full. The first segment will provide hands-on practice with the vocabulary. The second segment will cover Word Finder, Vocabulary Builder, customizing and adding words. The third section will review basic implementation strategies to get someone talking with LAMP WFL on an Accent. A variety of tools and strategies for teaching LAMP WFL will be reviewed. Hands-on practice is encouraged throughout the course, so come prepared to learn and practice.

Please note, this training is intended for those who are using LAMP WFL on an Accent product. This training is not for those using the LAMP WFL app on an iPad. This training briefly discusses the LAMP approach, but it is not a LAMP training. To learn about the LAMP approach, please visit http://www.aacandaustism.com.

Devices for this training are required. Please see website for details.

This training is appropriate for SLPs, OTs, ATPs, educators, family members, and others who support individuals who currently use or may need to use a PRC device.

LEARNING OUTCOMES - Participants will be able to:

- define LAMP and LAMP WFL
- find and say word, phrases, and sentences in LAMP WFL full
- program and customize a LAMP WFL vocabulary
- use Vocabulary Builder to temporarily limit vocabulary
- use strategies and find resource materials to implement LAMP WFL

TO REGISTER: https://www.aaclearningjourney.com/learn/course/external/view/classroom/126/lamp-words-for-life-for-accent-vocabulary-review-programming-and-basic-implementation-5-hour
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